greetings people of the world,

this email serves to inform the relevant department and institutions, i.e. german consulate south africa,
home affairs, united nations office south africa and world bank and/or give advice as to how to proceed,
considering the information and declaration below/attached, to become stateless and revoke all
registration with any state, country or nation, thus rescinding current status of 'german citizen' and
'south african resident', subsequently obtaining status 'stateless'.
through a series of ongoing investigations and research, it has become evident that once sovereign
nations are now registered privately owned corporations, trading as such on various stock exchanges in
a casino like fashion, not for the benefit of the people or citizens alike; no central or reserve bank is
collectively owned by the people, nor are they controlled by any respective government (except for less
than a handful small countries); each nation's debt exceeds its budget or GDP by a huge margin, in some
case more than double, never to be paid back; the current system is not based on the will of the people
and every attempt to seek remedy, redress or recourse, i.e. filing with many of the highest courts in the
world, is stifled, ignored or sabotaged, because all judges acting as agents for the banks;
see constitutional court cases CCT 19/14, CCT 218/14, CCT 225/15, CCT 78/16, all dismissed in its
entirety, although unlawfully and erroneously, writ of error included, please see :
>>> https://giftoftruth.wordpress.com <<<
for records and history, furthermore see attached supporting documents.
i, as a people, a living soul living in my body and walking the earth, home to all of us, can no longer
consciously, knowingly and/or conscientiously partake, support or be associated with any of the current
196 countries on earth, thus my express wish and decision is to be free from any imposed and
involuntary servitude, whether by way of registration shortly after our human birth or subsequent tacit
consent by simply taking on an identity or person; i will forfeit any benefits from any state
for true freedom from debt slavery, until such time maybe, when the corporate empires have fallen and
peace and prosperity returns to the people; i am not forfeiting any treasury direct account(s) set up in
my legal name, by various states and banking cartels, held at their treasuries, central banks or revenue
offices; although established fraudulently and with deceit, these accounts and the balance they contain
could assist the people in building a better world once access is secured; nor do i cede any right or
freedom to voluntary contract with whoever and whatever i wish to do so, I am still sojourning the
world exploring its vast multitude and plethora of opportunities, for as long as i do no harm and cause
no loss and/or impede the freedom of others.

i have done everything possible to demonstrate my standing, i.e. recorded myself as a living man with
the republic of good hope, a global common law society, and have been using their documents in place
of RSA ID book and drivers licence successfully in the last 4 years; furthermore i am a high contracting
party to the new earth nation treaty >>> https://newearthnation.org/the-new-earth-treaty/ <<< made a
declaration to establish a non-territorial micro-nation, which was served on ministry of defence, foreign
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affairs and the presidency; i'm also in possession of a world passport, issued by the world service
authority, its founder gary davis to become the first man to voluntarily renounce citizenship and
nationality, and by doing so, setting a precedent for others to follow;
my suggestion is, to return the german passport, which never belonged to me to begin with, but the
issuing authority, issued only to a legal person/name and to return all RSA documents, i.e. ID book,
drivers licence and permanent residency to the relevant departments; at the same time for the UN to
endorse my world passport, adhering to their original charters, assisting me to travel freely; this could
be accompanied by a short note from the UN, clarifying my status as stateless and subsequently
affirming unhindered freedom of movement.
the republic of good hope did print a small batch of passports a few years ago, some of its members
successfully crossing southern african land borders, although sometimes involving lengthy diplomatic
conversations; other nations have done so many years ago, like the haudenosaunee and iroquois in the
late 1920's, travelling without any problems globally on their own passports, rediscovering this right
very recently :
>>> https://www.uslaxmagazine.com/fuel/international/haudenosaunee-use-own-passports-standproud-to-represent-nation-at-world-cup <<<
the 'aboriginal' passport (aboriginal is another derogatory term, meaning non-original, but due to lack of
knowledge the word is still taught and used, the dark skinned people of australia should be referred to
as 'originees') initiated by michael mansell in the 1980's, has recently undergone a revamp too :
>>> http://apg.org.au/passports.php <<<
if you think this is a rather unusual request and/or legally AND lawfully not possibly, please provide
proof thereof, i.e. what law or which charter forces me to be subject to any nation, state and/or obtain a
certain citizenship ? i recall some german statutory 'law' listing statelessness as a criminal offence, in
which case the burden of proof is with the german government, as per maxim " who claims, proves "
and provide evidence how that particular act applies to me as a private man;
the only state i wish to live in from now on forth is a state of mind;
the attached files highlight some sections relevant to my claim like :
article 15 of the universal declaration of human rights reads :
1. Everyone has the right to a nationality.
2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.
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if everyone has got the right to a nationality, does this imply we are free to chose or make use of that
right ? do i have a right or freedom to be without nationality ? is this an enforceable right ? am i forced
to have a nationality ? who grants such right ? do i have the freedom to be a native or national of the
earth ?
if i have a right (granted or not) to change my nationality, can i change it to 'without nationality', i.e. give
it up voluntarily ?

article 2 from the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples :
Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other
peoples and individuals and have the right to be free from any kind
of discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that
based on their indigenous origin or identity.
the very term 'indigenous' is a label created by so-called world leaders, not far from an insult or the
word 'indigent' (poor, needy), i am not indigenous, i am a native, a people or national, part of a nation of
people; tracing my biological ancestry, somewhere in central europe, before its corporatization,
i am a descendent of the marcomanni, alemanni, franks, angles or saxons, native to that particular
region but not bound to it.

section 21 of the bill of rights : freedom of movement and residence
(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement.
(2) Everyone has the right to leave the Republic.
this particular section i've pointed out to prosecutors, magistrates and peace officers, since their
constitution (the RSA constitution also knows as act 108 of 1996) even makes provision for my claim, i
have left their republic (RSA) and entered another republic, the republic of good hope, by my free will,
freedom of association and an unalienable right to self-determination; i do remain on the land
commonly known as southern africa.

interestingly the UN is now promoting global citizenship, although in a very different context, i need to
reiterate here, i can cannot be a citizen, much rather do i have a citizen, courtesy of the corporate
government, allocated to me; i am a people, a living man; in addition the UN embarked on a mission to
tackle and deal with the alleged problem of stateless people on the planet, currently ca. 12 million, in
other words being stateless isn't exactly a rare condition.
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lastly but not finally i would like to draw your attention to a 1985 letter by state senator wayne stump
with regards to certain freemen, their status, the right to travel freely and as he states " properly
rescinded contracts " (see attached)
in the famous words of justice luis d. brandeis, who, ironically sat on the very table with benjamin
freedman and woodrow wilson, on the 23rd of december 1913, when the federal reserve act was signed
into law, thus enslaving the better part of the world to a fraudulent FIAT money system;
“Our government... teaches the whole people by its example. If the government becomes the
lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every man to become a law unto himself;
it invites anarchy.”
anarchy meaning nothing but 'an archon' or 'without a leader', which, as long as no harm is done, isn't
necessarily undesirable, especially when all leaders, emperors, kings and queens, come and gone, have
failed their duty and the people as a whole, here a zen proverb comes to mind : " in a successful country,
the king serves its people "

i'm available to participate in any dialogue and/or arrange for a physical meeting, regardless what future
communication, please call me jan, not mr lohfeldt, thank you,

truthfully
jan a people of the family lohfeldt
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